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The problem to be discussed in this paper is that of finding an ad-

missible function, pix), which makes the integral

(1) Jip) = j Fipix), x)dx

an absolute maximum subject to a side condition of the type

(2) Q{p)= f Gipix), x)dx = c.
J E

The class, P, of admissible functions is to include all pix) satisfying

Ai: u(x)^p(x)^v(x),

A2: Fipix), x) and Gipix), x) summable over E.

It will further be assumed that

Hi: £ is a compact subset of the reals,

H2: m(x) and z>(x) continuous for x£72,

H3: Fip, x) and G{p, x) continuous for x££ and w(x) ^p^vix),

H4: infpG<p Qip)<c< supplE<p Qip).
Under these conditions the problem can often be solved by form-

ing

(3) hid, x) =     Max     hid, x, p)

where

(4) hid, x, p.) = cos 6F(n, x) + sin 0G(/i, x).

If 6 = 6C in the open interval ( —7r/2, 7r/2) and an admissible function

p.»Xx) can be found such that fieXx) maximizes ft(0c, x, n) for each x,

and if

(5) Qinec) - c,

this function, /*»,(*), will be a solution to the problem. This follows

because for all x£.E and admissible pix)

(6) h(fi„ x, peeix)) ^ ft(0c, x, pix)).

On integrating,

(7) cos 0J(„O + sin O.gfaJ = cos 0tJ(p) + sin deQip)
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so that for all p(x) satisfying the side condition (2)

(8) Jin,,) ^ J(p).

Thus, the problem is solved if the existence of 0C can be demon-

strated. Assurance of this is given by the following theorem, and in

the course of its proof an admissible p.ee(x) is constructed:

Theorem. IjJ(p) and Q{p) are defined as in (1) and (2), ij the class

<P is defined by Ai and A2, and ij hypotheses Hi, H2, H3, and H4 are all

satisfied, then there exists 8C in the open interval ( — tt/2, tt/2) and u$c(%)

£P such that for all x£E

(9) h(6c, x, p.ec(x)) =      Max     h{60, x, p)

and

(10) GfaO = c>

and, for all £ £ P such that (j{p) = c,

(ii) 3W ^ J(p).
The final assertion (11) has already been proved. In connection

with proving the existence of dc we first establish the continuity of

h(0, x).
Define F(p, x) = F(v(x), x) for p>v(x) and F(p, x) =P(m(x), x) for

p<u(x), similarly for G(p, x). h(6, x) is then the maximum of h(6, x,p)

over the closed interval inf^^ w(x) ^M^suplG« v(x). As the upper

envelope of the continuous functions h(8, x, p.), h(9, x) is lower semi-

continuous. To show that h(d, x) is also upper semi-continuous con-

sider the set (6, x, p) for which h(6, x, p.) S:p. This set is bounded and

closed. Its projection onto the 9, x domain is therefore also closed.

This projection is, however, the set of points (0, x) for which h(0, x)

sip. Consequently, h{0, x) is also upper semi-continuous.

We now consider for each fixed 0 and x the point set {/*»(*)} of

maximizing p's. This set is closed by virtue of the continuity of

h(d, x, p.) in p, and bounded by u(x) and v(x). Therefore, there exist

functions pt{x) and pr(x) in {ju"(x)} satisfying

(12) G(pt,(x), x) = supG(p"(x), x),
a

(13) G(pe(x), x) = miG(ps (x), x).
a

We shall now show that G()U8+(x), x) is upper semi-continuous and

G{pf{x), x) is lower semi-continuous. Let {0,-, xj} be any sequence
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of points in the 6, x domain tending to (0O, x0) for which pl*. (x3) con-

verges. Then,

ft(0o, x0, lim p.ijiXj)) = lim ft(0,-, x}, j%(xy))
j—too j—»00

(14) = lim hifij, xj)

= ft(0o, x0)

so that

+ a

(15) lim iitj(x3) = /u»0(*o)

for some a. Consequently,

lim Gineixj), x3) = G(lim m«,-(*j)i *o)

(16) =G(w0(x0), x0)

^G(Me0(Xo),   Xo).

Similarly, GifXeix), x) is lower semi-continuous.

These functions are therefore summable over E, and since

Fintix), x) and F(/u^"(x), x) can be expressed in terms of the G's to-

gether with hid, x), they too are summable over E. Thus /x9+ and ju^

are admissible functions.

Furthermore, the integral Cjip.^) is upper semi-continuous and the

integral Qini) is lower semi-continuous. This follows via Fatou's

lemma, viz.

lim sup   I Gipeix), x)dx ^  j   lim supG(/i« (x), x)dx

=   I G(ai«"„(x), x)dx.

Similarly, (/"(mF) is lower semi-continuous.

We now define the sets 5+ and 5"~ as follows:

(18) S+ = {0| - tt/2 < 6 < t/2 and   g(j») = c},

(19) S~ = {fl| - t/2 < 0 < t/2 and   £0*7) ^ e}.

By virtue of the semi-continuity of the integrals these sets are both

closed relative to the open interval ( — ir/2, tt/2). Neither exhausts

(-tt/2, tt/2). This follows since for all pE<P
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(20) £(m_w2) ^ $(p)

so that

(21) G<J*-r,2)  < C.

But

(22) lim sup Q{pt) ^ C/(p-r/2) < c
S-.-x/2

so that there exists 0£( —7r/2, tt/2) such that Q(pt) <c. Thus S+

is not equal to ( —7r/2f tt/2). Similarly S~ is not equal to (—tt/2, it/2).

Since ( — ir/2, tt/2) is connected, either

(23) 5+H5-^0

or

(24) comp 5+ H comp 5" ^ 0,

otherwise S+ and S- would form a separation. But since ^(m9+)

= (j(pf), the second alternative is absurd. We therefore pick 6=0C in

S+nS-  Letting

i>» (x)    for    x ^ X,
(25) ;ux(x) =   \ S

[pec(%)    for    x > X, X £ E,

we consider the integral

£W =   I _ G(pec(x), x)dx +  I G(pec(x), x)dx.
J x^X.xGE J i>H,i6»

This integral is a continuous function of X and covers the range

Thus, Xc exists for which Q(p\c)=c. Therefore, p\c(x)=p.ec(x) is a

solution, and the theorem is proved.

The theorem above provides the basis for a maximization procedure

which may be stated as follows:

In order to determine a maximizing function p^jP for the integral (1)

with side condition (2), Hi, H2, H3, and H4 being assumed, it is necessary

only to maximize the associated integrand

cos BF(p{x), x) + sin 6G(p(x), x)

over the admissible values of p(x) for almost all x£E and choose 6 so

that condition (2) is satisfied with the corresponding maximizing p.

Through establishing the existence of 6e the theorem asserts that
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the above procedure will always yield a solution. Consequently,

Corollary 1. The problem has at least one solution.

Furthermore,

Corollary 2. Every solution p* conforms to the maximizing proce-

dure—and with common 6.

Assuming the denial, we put 9=dc and have

cos OcFip*ix), x) + sin 0jGip*ix), x)

< cos 0cFipecix), x) + sin 0jGipecix), x)

on some subset of E of measure >0. An integration leads to the con-

tradiction.

Hypothesis H2 may be somewhat revised, as indicated by

Corollary 3.  Bound free problems  (i.e.,  ra(x) = — oo   and vix)

= + oo), as well as problems with discontinuous bound functions, con-

form to the maximization procedure provided it is known that a bounded

solution exists.

Corollary 4. If the bound free problem has a solution p', then p'

conforms to the maximization procedure on any compact subset £'C£

on which p' is bounded.

Remarks. Regarding the admissibility conditions for the class CP,

the first, Ai, was imposed in order to bring problems demanding such

bounds on p into the domain of the maximizing principle. It may be

relaxed under certain circumstances depending on the form of F and

G (for example, see Corollaries 3 and 4). A2 is obviously needed. A

third, A3, imposing measurability on all ££P might possibly be in-

cluded if a suitable rule could be set down (such as taking sup or inf

perhaps) for selecting the /uu+(x) and j«r(x) at each point.

Although hypotheses Hi and H3 are about as weak as they need be

for many practical problems, they might still be further weakened.

This has not been investigated. On the other hand, H4 is necessary,

for, consider the case c= Max Qip). Here a permissible 6 is 7r/2, and

the maximizing procedure yields all p^.'P satisfying Qip)=c. Some

of these may yield Jip) larger than others.
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